Introduction {#S1}
============

The term *bodily resonance* has been increasingly used within embodiment fields in psychology to underline that sensorimotor experiences play a pivotal role in the comprehension of complex phenomena such as emotions (e.g., [@B26]). In this regard, it has been suggested that, even at a representational level (e.g., language or thoughts), emotions are tightly bound to their embodied and situated component (e.g., bodily states or action tendencies; [@B42]; [@B2]; [@B33]). Based on this reasoning, a recently discussed topic addresses the idea that the way we think and talk about events with a positive or negative emotional valence often recruits spatial information that stems, to some extent, from our bodily experiences (e.g., [@B12]). For example, "feeling high" or "feeling down" are expressions representing emotional concepts such as "joy" or "sadness" by binding them, in metaphorical terms, with the vertical dimension of space. These metaphorical representations might partly rely on affective bodily states such as upward postures when feeling happy and slumped postures when feeling sad (e.g., [@B40]), which in turn, may prime associations between emotional valence and verticality (up-positive; down-negative; for an in-depth discussion see [@B3]). Experimental findings support these associations by showing that people tend to assign the word "joy" to upper spaces and the word "sadness" to lower ones during tasks that enable freely choosing between different spatial locations ([@B35]). Facilitation effects have also been demonstrated for predefined actions by button-presses "up" or "down" when processing positive or negative words on a monitor as compared to the opposite mappings (up-negative and down-positive; [@B19]; [@B10]).

Nonetheless, the way we think and talk in affective terms also suggest space-valence associations beyond verticality. As an illustration, metaphorical expressions such as "being someone's right hand" or "having two left feet" may link valence-laden concepts such as "relevance" or "clumsiness" with the lateral dimension of space (right-positive; left-negative). Similarly, expressions such as "looking forward to an opportunity" or "leaving bad things behind" may link concepts such as "optimism" or "resignation" with the sagittal space (front-positive; back-negative). Experimental findings, similar to the above-mentioned for the vertical space (mostly based in manual responses) give also support to both of these associations when processing affective concepts (i.e., lateral and sagittal space-valence associations; cf. [@B38]). In the following sections, such findings are explained in the light of the Body Specificity Hypothesis ([@B7]) and approach-avoidance behaviors (e.g., [@B20]). In real environments, bodily movements are, however, not limited to actions by the hands or arms. Based on this notion, the current study explores whether beyond manual responses, the processing of affective information may also resonate with freely performed whole body movements such as step actions, which are mostly implemented across the sagittal and lateral dimensions. Furthermore, we will examine space-valence associations via whole-body step actions during the processing of information with a personal value for the participants, specifically, personal events with a positive or negative emotional valence, a question underexplored so far.

Valence Associations Across the Lateral Space: The Affective Role of Hand Dominance {#S1.SS1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Body Specificity Hypothesis ([@B7], [@B8]) has become an important reference concerning associations between emotional valence and laterality (right--left). This hypothesis assumes that interactions within the dominant hand-side are more fluent so that they are perceived as more pleasant than interactions within the non-dominant hand-side. Accordingly, right-handers tend to associate the right space with positive valence and the left space with negative valence. In contrast, left-handers tend to show the inverse associations. Children manifest these tendencies too, thus, suggesting that associations between affective valence and right/left spaces form at early stages in life ([@B9]). Based on this reasoning, it has been shown that right-handers describe novel cartoon images as more attractive or happier when they are presented at the right (vs. left) space (e.g., [@B7]). Moreover, when asked to freely choose between right or left spaces on a sheet of paper, right-handers tend to assign positive stimuli to the right space and negative stimuli to the left space more frequently (e.g., [@B23]). Conversely, left-handers show the reversed pattern.

Experimental paradigms have also been developed to investigate space-valence associations of this type when processing affective concepts. Typically, positive or negative words (e.g., "friend" or "war") are presented in the center of a monitor screen. Participants are required to respond to the stimuli by means of predefined congruent manual actions by button presses on keyboards (e.g., positive -- dominant right hand; negative -- non-dominant left hand) or incongruent ones (positive -- non-dominant left hand; negative -- dominant right hand). As a general tendency, responses are more fluent under congruent conditions (e.g., [@B16], [@B17]; [@B32]). Interestingly, it has been revealed that this sort of effects may also be reflected in button-presses by the right or left foot ([@B18]). Similarly, space-reward associations across laterality have been found when processing reward-related words, showing faster responses under congruent conditions (monetary gain -- dominant right hand; monetary loss - non-dominant left hand) than under incongruent ones (monetary gain -- non-dominant left hand; monetary loss -- dominant right hand; [@B50]). For further spatial-associations across laterality (e.g., luminance, size, letters) see also a review by [@B34].

Summing up, the processing of affective concepts may resonate with actions by the hands (or feet) in line with space-valence associations postulated by the Body Specificity Hypothesis (e.g., right-positive and left-negative; [@B7]). Against this background, it is reasonable that space-valence associations across laterality should also be reflected when examining directional actions of the whole body (e.g., to the right or to the left spaces). However, this is an issue that remains very unclear so far. This open issue is even more intriguing when considering that other studies indicate that the processing of emotional stimuli can indeed induce directional actions of the whole body. Yet, these findings are rather related to space-valence associations in line with approach-avoidance behaviors. We address this question in the next paragraphs.

Valence Associations Across the Sagittal Space: The Affective Role of Approach-Avoidance Behaviors {#S1.SS2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Approaching positive and avoiding negative stimuli are two of the most general action tendencies in human behavior (e.g., [@B21]). These behaviors are usually linked to the sagittal dimension of space (forward--backwards) due to our visual field unfolding in the front side of the body (cf. [@B31]). To be more precise, approach behaviors are usually linked to the energy that an agent expends to reduce the distance between positive stimuli and the self. In contrast, avoidance behaviors serve to increase the distance to negative stimuli in order to minimize or prevent their unpleasant effects (cf. [@B11]). Accordingly, it has been suggested that approach-avoidance behaviors may ground affective associations in terms of "close"- positive and "far"- negative (e.g., [@B49]; [@B15]). There is experimental evidence supporting such associations. For example, akin to findings addressing the lateral (and vertical) space, it has been shown that when asked to freely choose a location within an empty cube positioned in front of them, participants tend to assign positive words (e.g., "open-minded") at closer areas with regard to their body and negative words (e.g., "insolent") at farther ones ([@B36]).

Nevertheless, most of the findings supporting space-valence associations in line with approach-avoidance behaviors stem from studies addressing predefined actions rather than freely performed ones. Specifically, participants respond to valence-laden words more fluently (e.g., "intelligent" or "unfriendly") when they are required to perform congruent actions (positive-approach; negative-avoidance) than incongruent ones (positive-avoidance; negative-approach; for a review see [@B45]). To emulate "real" approach-avoidance actions, participants are usually instructed to pull backward or push forward a joystick in response to words presented on a monitor in front of them. It is important to note that the affective meaning of forward-backwards actions is flexibly represented depending on the context of the task itself (e.g., [@B20]). Backward actions can be perceived as reducing the distance between stimuli and oneself (e.g., one may approach a cup of coffee to the mouth to drink it) whereas forward actions can be perceived as increasing such distance (e.g., repelling an insect from the body; i.e., self-as-reference). Conversely, backward and forward actions can also be perceived as increasing or reducing distance respectively (e.g., withdrawing the hand from an object or guiding the hand forward to grab it; i.e., object-as-reference; [@B24]).

In the current study, the object-as-reference view is of particular relevance because approach-avoidance behaviors involving whole-body movements seem to follow that contextual representation (for an overview see [@B4]). For example, some studies use stimuli-response paradigms where valence-laden stimuli are presented on a monitor in front of the participants. Then, they are instructed to step forward or backwards from a central position of a platform placed on the floor, as a function of the presented valence-laden stimuli. In general, facilitation of step actions is favored under congruent conditions (positive stimuli-forward step and negative stimuli-backward step) than under incongruent ones (positive-backward step and negative-forward step; e.g., [@B48]). Nonetheless, rather than affective concepts, the stimuli used in such paradigms are usually more explicit (e.g., emotional pictures). This is an important aspect because, for example, it could be plausible for the word "love" or "unfriendly" to stimulate different mental representations depending on personal experiences (e.g., [@B43]). Moreover, it has been shown that recalling positive or negative personal life experiences may induce gait patterns in line with approach-avoidance behaviors (e.g., [@B22]). Along with this notion, concepts that have personal affective values would be good candidates for examining whether their processing also resonates with movements of the whole body.

Summing up, in the face of the foregoing, one may argue that space-valence research, addressing actions across the lateral and sagittal dimensions of space, has not clarified whether the processing of affective concepts and especially concepts related to personal life events resonate with actions of the whole body. Furthermore, we would also like to draw attention to two important questions that remain unclear:

Firstly, most of the findings described so far, including moving actions by the hands or the whole body, stem from stimuli-response paradigms based on predefined actions. These studies reveal facilitation effects to affective stimuli based on congruent vs. incongruent responses that are framed by the task itself. In other words, the task defines which actions are congruent or incongruent. Hence, participants are not able to decide freely which action to perform. This makes a strong contrast with experimental studies wherein participants are able to assign the affective stimuli to a spatial location freely (e.g., [@B7]; [@B35], [@B36]). Surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, a free-choice paradigm has not been used to investigate whether the processing of affective stimuli would resonate or induce whole-body movements such as directional steps in line with space-valence associations.

Secondly, space-valence associations in line with the Body Specificity Hypothesis (e.g., right-positive and left-negative for right-handers) and approach-avoidance behaviors (e.g., forward-positive and backward negative) are typically investigated independently from each other. That makes it rather difficult to examine space-valence associations within a more realistic environment wherein bodily movements are not limited to one single direction or even may involve spatial combinations (e.g., front--right, front--left, back--right, or back--left). This lack of research is particularly unfortunate since (a) it could promote a more integrated perspective on space-valence research based on the two afore-mentioned paradigms (paradigms based on predefined step-bodily actions and free-choice paradigms based on stimuli assignments to spatial locations), and (b) it could potentially provide stronger arguments in favor of embodiment views postulating that space-valence associations are implicit and grounded in sensorimotor experiences (cf. [@B37]). In sum, to date, no free-choice paradigm was used to test space-valence associations in a context where whole body movements may be performed across both, the lateral and sagittal dimensions.

Therefore, the current study investigates space-valence associations by using a novel experimental paradigm based on whole-body movements wherein participants will choose freely in which direction to step across the lateral and sagittal spatial dimensions. It could be expected that a setting where the stimuli are presented in front of the participants might make the saggital dimension more salient than the lateral (cf. [@B48]). Accordingly, we would expect that processing positive stimuli will induce more steps forward whereas processing negative stimuli will induce more steps backward. However, it is also of interest whether the steps are biased to the right or to the left in line with the space-valence associations predicted by the Body Specificity Hypothesis (for right-handers: right-positive and left-negative).

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

A total of 71 participants were recruited through the Online Recruitment System for Economic Experiments (ORSEE; [@B27]) and posts in Facebook groups. Four of these participants were excluded due to their reported left handedness because our main inclusion criteria for the study was right-hand dominance. Therefore, the final sample was composed of 67 right-handed participants aged between 18 and 31 years (*M*~age~ = 24.12, *SD*~age~ = 3.11; 73.1% women). Participants signed an informed consent before the study was conducted. They received course credits or monetary reward for their participation. The experimental testing was in agreement with the guidelines for good scientific practice at the University of Tübingen (Germany) and in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments.

Stimuli and Apparatus {#S2.SS2}
---------------------

Once recruited, each participant was asked to report 12 personal emotional life events (e.g., single words or short sentences) via e-mail; six with a positively perceived valence and 6 with a negatively perceived valence. Accordingly, a total of *n* = 804 events were used as experimental stimuli (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Participants' code names were linked together with their reported life events to guarantee their anonymity and to ensure the correct stimuli-participant assignment during the experimental task.

###### 

Classification of personal life events into broader categories based on [@B14].

                               **Valence Category**   
  ---------------------------- ---------------------- -------
  Leisure activities/parties   24.41                  --
  Work/Studies success         25.82                  --
  Romantic relationship        13.62                  --
  Vacation                     11.27                  --
  Birth of a child             6.10                   --
  Change of residence          3.29                   --
  Other                        15.49                  --
  Death/illness of relatives   --                     26.29
  Failure                      --                     12.21
  End of a relationship        --                     10.80
  (Own) accident/illness       --                     14.55
  Quarrel                      --                     7.04
  Unemployment                 --                     1.88
  Other                        --                     27.23

For the experimental setting it was used a Lenovo ThinkPad T500 Notebook (Intel^®^ Core^TM^ Duo CPU T9600 2 × 2.80 GHz; 4.00 GB RAM; 64 Bit Microsoft^®^ Windows^®^ 7 Professional SP1 operating system) with a monitor \[Dell^®^ S2340T 23-inch TFT-LCD monitor; 533.20 mm (height) × 312 mm (width); 1600 × 900 pixel resolution; 0.27 mm pixel distance; 270 cd/m^2^ luminance; 60 Hz refresh rate\]. The experimental set-up consisted of the presentation of the positive and negative events in written form (font: Courier New, in white color; size 60) in the center of a monitor with a black background. The monitor was positioned on a table (70 cm height) with a response pad aligned in front of it (Positive Gaming^TM^ Impact Dance Pad; 90 × 80 cm). This pad is a device designed to step toward eight different directions from a central neutral location. Concretely, the pad enabled us to record directional steps from the initial central location toward 4 "absolute" spatial targets (i.e., front, back, right, or left) and 4 "relative" or diagonal spatial targets (i.e., front--right, front--left, back--right, or back--left).

Procedure {#S2.SS3}
---------

Participants were kindly asked to take their shoes off and to stand in the middle of the response pad. To become familiar with the experimental procedure, labels representing each spatial target (front, back, right, left, front--right, front--left, back--right, and back--left) were presented twice on the monitor in a randomized order. Participants had to step toward the indicated direction, stand there with both feet and come back to the initial central location on the pad. Each experimental trial started with a fixation cross in the center of the monitor followed by a personal event (e.g., "Birth of a child"). Subsequently, participants were to freely step with both feet toward one of the 8 spatial targets on the pad. Once they stepped on the spatial target, the stimulus disappeared from the monitor and participants returned to the initial location in the center of the pad. A fixation cross reappeared in the middle of the monitor as soon as the participant stood in the middle of the pad (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Then, the next trial was initiated. For each participant, the 12 personal events were presented in randomized order and, for each event, it was recorded one single directional step action.

![Representation of the experimental procedure. Arrows represent "absolute" spatial targets (front, back, left, and right). Circles represent "relative" or diagonal spatial targets (front--right, front--left, back--right, and back--left).](fpsyg-10-02787-g001){#F1}

Results {#S3}
=======

The analyses were performed by the Social Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS version 21). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of steps associated with valence-laden events.

![Distribution of directional steps (in raw counts) as a function of the events' valence category.](fpsyg-10-02787-g002){#F2}

A chi-square test on the frequency of steps by means of a 2 × 8 crosstabulation between the categorical variables valence category (positive vs. negative) and spatial target (front vs. back vs. right vs. left vs. front-right vs. front-left vs. back-right vs. back-left) revealed a strong significant association between these two factors, χ*^2^*(7,*N* = 804) = 345.41, *p* \< *0.001*; Cramer's *V* = 0.655. *Post hoc* analyses on this crosstabulation indicated that the distribution of steps for positive and negative events within each spatial target was significantly different at the exception of the right and left ones (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). These effects are in line with the reported adjusted residuals, which indicate the significant contribution of each cell within the whole distribution of steps (values falling above or below 2; *p* \< 0.05; see [@B47]).

###### 

Distribution of steps (number and frequencies) together with adjusted residuals and relative odds.

                    **Spatial Target**    ***Total***                                                                            
  ----------------- --------------------- ------------- ---------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- ---------- -----
  Positive Events   n° Steps              193           79         38        33        22        6         8          23         402
                    \%~within\ valence~   48%~a~        19.7%~a~   9.5%~a~   8.2%~a~   5.5%~a~   1.5%~a~   2%~a~      5.7%~a~    
                    Adj. Residual         11.8^∗^       8.1^∗^     3.4^∗^    −0.5      −1.9      −5.2^∗^   −8.8^∗^    −10^∗^     
                    Rel. Odds             4.71          9.87       2.71      0.89      0.61      0.15      0.089      0.17       
  Negative Events   n° Steps              41            8          14        37        36        40        90         136        402
                    \%~within\ valence~   10.2%~b~      2%~b~      3.5%~b~   9.2%~a~   9%~a~     10%~b~    22.4%~b~   33.8%~b~   
                    Adj. Residual         −11.8^∗^      −8.1^∗^    −3.4^∗^   0.5       1.9       5.2^∗^    8.8^∗^     10^∗^      
                    Rel. Odds             0.21          0.10       0.37      0.12      1.64      6.66      11.25      5.91       
  *Total*           n° Steps              234           87         52        70        58        46        98         159        804
                    \%~within\ valence~   29.1%         10.8%      6.5%      8.7%      7.2%      5.7%      12.2%      19.8%      

Subscripts of different letters within each spatial target denote significantly different positive (vs. negative) proportion of steps (

p

\< 0.05; pair comparisons using

z

-tests with Bonferroni correction). Relative odds = n° steps within positive events divided by n° steps within negative events and vice versa. Values higher than 1 indicate a positive or negative bias (e.g., positive events induced 4.71 times more front steps than negative events did, whereas negative events induced 5.91 times more back steps than positive events did).

The distribution of steps did not support space-valence associations in terms of positive-right and negative-left, at least in terms of absolute spatial targets (right--left). However, the distribution of steps indicates that processing positive events no only induced a high proportion of front steps (48%) but also front-right steps (19.7%). On the contrary, negative events induced a high proportion of back steps (33.8%) and also back-left steps (22.4%). This results-pattern is congruent with the expected salience of the sagittal dimension, which led to step patterns in line with approach-avoidance behaviors (positive-forward and negative-backward). Yet, at the same time, the results suggest that approach-avoidance behaviors were not the only mechanism driving the results here. The high proportion of front-right (back--left) steps when processing positive (negative) events is in line with a combination of space-valence associations based on approach-avoidance behaviors (positive-front; negative-back) and the body specificity hypothesis (positive-right; negative-left). Furthermore, it is also interesting that the front-right spatial target showed the highest "positive" step bias (steps associated with positive events; 9.87 times more than negative) whereas the back--left spatial target showed the highest "negative" step bias (steps associated with negative events; 11.25 times more than positive). To further explore the strength of these results, we turned to a Poisson regression analysis on the steps counts, which was performed from a generalized estimating equations (GEE) framework^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^ (cf. [@B28]). The data modeling included the factors valence category, spatial target, and the interaction between valence category and spatial target. Additionally, participants' age and gender were used as control covariates. GEE modeling specificities included: (a) a participant's numerical identifier as a between-subjects variable, (b) trials' identifier and the factor valence category as within-subject variables with an exchangeable correlation structure, which is appropriate for nested data (cf. [@B1]), and (c) a robust estimator computation, which accounts for potential misspecifications concerning correlation structures. The results indicate that age \[Wald χ*^2^ W*(1) = 0.054, *p* = 0.816\] and gender \[*W*(1) = 0.032, *p* = 0.857\] did not significantly contribute to explain variance related to the directional steps. In contrast, valence category \[*W*(1) = 7.28, *p* = 0.007\], spatial target \[*W*(7) = 70.09, *p* \< 0.001\], and their interaction *W*(7) = 131.24, *p* \< 0.001, were highly significant. [Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} show the output related to this interaction.

###### 

Poisson regression estimates concerning the distribution of steps.

                                  ***B***   ***Standard Error***   ***95% C.I. (B)***   ***Wald*χ*^2^***   ***df***   ***Sig.***   ***Exp(B)***   ***1/Exp(B)***   
  ------------------------------- --------- ---------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ---------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- --------
  (Intercept)                     --2.124   0.3762                 --2.861              --1.386            31.874     1            0.000          0.120            --
  Age                             --0.001   0.0041                 --0.009              0.007              0.054      1            0.816          0.999            --
  Gender                          --0.006   0.0323                 --0.069              0.058              0.032      1            0.857          0.994            --
  Valence category                2.290     0.3963                 1.513                3.067              33.383     1            0.000          9.875            --
  **Spatial target:**                                                                                                                                              
  Front                           0.893     0.1666                 0.567                1.220              28.746     1            0.000          2.443            --
  F-Left                          --0.732   0.1755                 --1.076              --0.388            17.393     1            0.000          0.481            2.08
  Right                           --0.873   0.3049                 --1.471              --0.275            8.197      1            0.004          0.418            2.39
  Left                            --1.278   0.2994                 --1.865              --0.692            18.234     1            0.000          0.278            3.60
  B-Right                         --2.578   0.4800                 --3.519              --1.637            28.833     1            0.000          0.076            13.16
  B-Left                          --2.290   0.3923                 --3.059              --1.521            34.069     1            0.000          0.101            9.90
  Back                            --1.234   0.2589                 --1.741              --0.727            22.723     1            0.000          0.291            3.44
  **Valence × Spatial Target:**                                                                                                                                    
  Valence × Front                 --0.741   0.4174                 --1.559              0.077              3.151      1            0.076          0.477            2.09
  Valence × F-Left                --1.291   0.5329                 --2.336              --0.247            5.873      1            0.015          0.275            3.64
  Valence × Right                 --2.404   0.5226                 --3.429              --1.380            21.166     1            0.000          0.090            11.11
  Valence × Left                  --2.782   0.4648                 --3.693              --1.872            35.843     1            0.000          0.062            16.13
  Valence × B-Right               --4.187   0.6921                 --5.544              --2.831            36.598     1            0.000          0.015            66.66
  Valence × B-Left                --4.710   0.6327                 --5.950              --3.470            55.429     1            0.000          0.009            111.11
  Valence × Back                  --4.067   0.5143                 --5.075              --3.059            62.530     1            0.000          0.017            58.82

Estimates of valence category, spatial targets and their interactions are interpreted in relation to the Front-right spatial target and positive events. Negative sign of estimate

B

denotes "less" and positive sign denotes "more."

C.I.

, Confidence Intervals;

Sig.

,

p

--values.

###### 

Poisson regression estimates concerning the distribution of steps.

                                  ***B***   ***Standard Error***   ***95% C.I. (B)***   ***Wald*χ*^2^***   ***df***   ***Sig.***   ***Exp(B)***   ***1/Exp(B)***   
  ------------------------------- --------- ---------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ---------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- --------
  (Intercept)                     --2.124   0.3785                 --2.866              --1.382            31.476     1            0.000          0.120            --
  Age                             --0.001   0.0041                 --0.009              0.007              0.054      1            0.816          0.999            --
  Gender                          --0.006   0.0323                 --0.069              0.058              0.032      1            0.857          0.994            --
  Valence category                2.420     0.4018                 1.633                3.208              36.288     1            0.000          11.250           --
  **Spatial target:**                                                                                                                                              
  Front                           --0.786   0.2308                 --1.239              --0.334            11.606     1            0.001          0.456            2.19
  F-Right                         --2.420   0.4052                 --3.215              --1.626            35.674     1            0.000          0.089            11.24
  F-Left                          --1.861   0.3187                 --2.485              --1.236            34.093     1            0.000          0.156            6.41
  Right                           --0.889   0.2374                 --1.354              --0.424            14.022     1            0.000          0.411            2.43
  Left                            --0.916   0.2242                 --1.356              --0.477            16.709     1            0.000          0.400            2.5
  B-Right                         --0.811   0.1800                 --1.164              --0.458            20.292     1            0.000          0.444            2.25
  Back                            0.413     0.1836                 0.053                0.773              5.056      1            0.025          1.511            --
  **Valence × Spatial Target:**                                                                                                                                    
  Valence × Front                 --3.969   0.4740                 --4.899              --3.040            70.121     1            0.000          0.019            52.63
  Valence × F-Right               --4.710   0.6327                 --5.950              --3.470            55.429     1            0.000          0.009            111.11
  Valence × F-Left                --3.419   0.5987                 --4.592              --2.245            32.607     1            0.000          0.033            30.3
  Valence × Right                 --2.306   0.5569                 --3.398              --1.214            17.144     1            0.000          0.100            10
  Valence × Left                  --1.928   0.4703                 --2.850              --1.006            16.804     1            0.000          0.145            6.89
  Valence × B-Right               --0.523   0.4885                 --1.481              0.434              1.147      1            0.284          0.593            1.68
  Valence × Back                  --0.643   0.4595                 --1.544              0.257              1.959      1            0.162          0.526            1.90

Estimates of valence category, spatial targets and their interactions are interpreted in relation to the Back--left spatial target and negative events. Negative sign of estimate

B

denotes "less" and positive sign denotes "more."

C.I.

, Confidence Intervals;

Sig.

,

p

--values.

In [Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, *Exp(B)* is the natural exponential function of *B* (*e*^B^) and facilitates the interpretation of the results in terms of proportions or likelihoods. In this case, *Exp(B)* related to the factor valence category denotes the relative odds or "positive" ("negative") step bias associated with the front-right (back-left) targets, i.e., positive events inducing 9.875 times more front-right steps than negative did; negative events inducing 11.25 times more back-left steps than positive did. In the predictor spatial target, *Exp(B)* values inferior to 1 denote *less* proportion of steps when comparing the spatial targets against front-right or back-left. Values superior to 1 denote the opposite. Nonetheless, we also report the inverse function 1/Exp(*B*) reflecting how much the proportion of "positive" ("negative") steps within front-right (back-left) deviate from the other spatial targets. For example, positive events significantly induced 2.08 times *more* front-right steps than front--left steps. However, positive events also significantly induced 2.44 times *more* front steps than front--right steps. In a similar vein, negative events induced 2.25 times *more* back--left steps than back--right steps. Yet, negative events also induced 1.51 times *more* back steps than back--left steps. Finally, in the interaction term, *Exp(B)* values are interpreted as the odds ratio (OR). For example, the "positive" front--right step bias (9.875) tended to be 2.09 times *higher* than the "positive" front step bias (4.71; marginal effect), which may be explained by the lower number of front-right steps associated with negative events. From the other side, the "negative" back--left step bias (11.25) was significantly superior to the negative bias of the other spatial targets at the exception of back and back--right.

Summing up, the results confirm that: (a) comparing steps' frequencies associated with positive events only (i.e., light gray columns in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) the front-right target significantly arose as the second spatial target with higher proportion of steps behind the Front spatial target. In a similar vein, (b) comparing steps' frequencies associated with negative events only (i.e., dark gray columns in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) the back-left target significantly arose as the second spatial target with higher proportion of steps behind the Back spatial target. Finally, (c) front--right significantly reflected the highest "positive" step bias, being this effect marginal when compared to the Front target. Interestingly, although descriptively speaking the back-left target also reflected the highest "negative" step bias, this bias was not strong enough to be significantly superior to the negative bias within the back--right and back targets. In any case, it is quite remarkable that front-right and back--left showed the highest OR, namely, the "positive" front--right step bias was 111.11 times higher than the "positive" back--left step bias. The opposite also holds true so that the "negative" back--left step bias was 111.11 times higher than the "negative" front--right step bias.

Sensitivity Analyses {#S3.SS1}
--------------------

One last important aspect to consider in any regression analysis refers to the inspection of extreme observations potentially affecting the results. Model diagnostics based on Pearson residuals (e.g., [@B44]) revealed a set of extreme observations representing a total of 16 steps out of 804 (1.9%; within positive events: 6 right, 4 left, 2 back-left, and 2 back-right. Within negative events: 2 front-right; see [Figures 3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Using the same Poisson regression model, as above-described, after the exclusion of such observations showed that both, the "positive" front--right step bias and the "negative" back--left steps bias, increased (9.87--12.96 and 11.25--14.89, respectively). Consequently, the "positive" front--right step bias turned to be significantly higher than the "positive" front bias OR = 2.75, *p* = 0.022. Moreover, the "negative" back--left step bias also turned to be significantly higher than the "negative" back step bias, OR = 2.51, *p* = 0.043 but still non-significantly higher than the "negative" back-right steps bias, which is not surprising since both spatial targets were equally affected by the exclusion of extreme observations ([Supplementary Tables S1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} report the complete output of these analyses). It is important to note, however, that the "positive" and "negative" step biases reported in this study are directly related to the number of steps and therefore further studies should investigate whether similar effects can be found, for example, when investigating steps associated with the diagonal dimensions only (front--right, front--left, back--right, and back--left) and/or when increasing the number of affective events. In any case, the current study highlights that front--right and back--left arise as two directions playing an important role during the processing of positive and negative personal life events.

![**(A)** Mosaic plot showing distribution of residuals before the exclusion of extreme observations. **(B)** Mosaic plot showing distribution of residuals after the exclusion of extreme observations (for further details on mosaic plots see [@B30]; [@B25]).](fpsyg-10-02787-g003){#F3}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Assuming associations between emotional valence and laterality (for right-handers: right-positive and left-negative; Body Specificity Hypothesis; [@B7]) and the sagittal dimension of space (close-positive and far-negative; approach-avoidance hypothesis; e.g., [@B15]) the current study examined whether processing valence-laden concepts, and particularly concepts related to personal life events, could induce directional step actions in line with such associations. Specifically, a novel free-choice directional-step paradigm was used in the present study. This paradigm was inspired by experimental findings indicating that: (a) people tend to freely assign positive and negative concepts such as "happiness" or "unfriendly" to the lateral or sagittal space in line with the mentioned space-valence associations (e.g., [@B23]; [@B36]), (b) congruent manual responses have also been shown facilitated after processing affective concepts (rightward-positive and leftward-negative; [@B39] or forward-positive and backward-negative; [@B24]), and (c) emotional visual stimuli (e.g., pictures) presented in front of participants facilitate congruent approach-avoidance step actions (e.g., forward step-positive; backward step-negative; e.g., [@B48]). However, these findings are based on studies that typically address the lateral and sagittal spatial dimensions independently from each other. Moreover, because in real environments whole bodily actions are not limited to one single movement direction and in some cases could even result in spatial ambiguity (e.g., combinations of front-right, front-left, etc.) the present study investigated whether the processing of valence-laden personal events would resonate with step actions in a setting enabling to freely step toward eight different spatial targets (front vs. back vs. right vs. left vs. front-right vs. front-left vs. back-right vs. back-left). Based on this reasoning, it was hypothesized that positive and negative events presented in front of the participants, would induce more forward and backward steps respectively (approach-avoidance hypothesis). Yet, it was also of interest to explore whether the steps could be biased to the right or to the left in line with the space-valence associations predicted by the Body Specificity Hypothesis (right-positive and left-negative; [@B7]).

Results show that: (a) positive events induced significantly more front steps whereas negative ones induced more back steps. However, (b) participants did not significantly perform more steps to the right (to the left) after the presentation of positive (negative) life events. Interestingly, the most revealing finding of this study refers to the idea that (c) the sagittal and lateral spatial dimensions were highly associated, resulting in a diagonal spatial dimension with a high front--right step bias after processing positive events and a high back--left step bias after processing negative events. These results are discussed in the following sections.

Emotional Events Induce Directional Steps in Line With Approach-Avoidance Behaviors {#S4.SS1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the present study, positive life events induced step actions more frequently to the front whereas negative life events did so more frequently to the back. These results can be explained in the light of approach-avoidance motivational systems. Approach and avoidance systems facilitate actions that reduce or increase the distance with regard to positive or negative stimuli respectively (i.e., distance regulation mechanism; [@B46]). Moreover, approach-avoidance behaviors can also be defined in terms of the reference point within a specific task (e.g., [@B24]). To be more precise, in the present study, participants were presented personal life events on a monitor in front of them. Subsequently, they had to perform a directional whole-body movement (i.e., step action). As whole-body movements may require external targets (reference points), which are approached or avoided, it is plausible that participants used the computer screen as the reference point. It can be argued then, that this setting elicits a certain distance regulation with regard to the life events that were presented in front of the participants. Accordingly, participants regulated the distance to the emotional events "directly" by performing free approach-avoidance movements in the sagittal spatial dimension. In line with this notion, positive life events led more frequently to forward movements in order to reduce the distance to these events (approach motivation toward the reference) whereas negative life events led more frequently to backward movements in order to increase the distance to these events (avoidance motivation).

These findings are also in line with studies examining gait initiation after the presentation of positive and negative stimuli (e.g., [@B4]). These studies show, for example, a faster forward gait initiation when participants recalled autobiographical emotional memories related to happiness compared to emotional memories related to sadness (e.g., [@B22]), faster step velocity when walked toward pleasant pictures with positive emotional content compared to unpleasant pictures with negative emotional content ([@B41]) and a slower forward step initiation when angry faces are presented in front of them than when smiling faces were presented ([@B48]).

Processing Emotional Events Do Not Clearly Support the Right-Positive and Left-Negative Associations {#S4.SS2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although we assumed a stronger activation of the sagittal over the lateral spatial dimension we also expected that, in line with the Body Specificity Hypothesis by [@B7], participants (all right-handers) will perform more steps toward the absolute right or left spatial targets after the presentation of positive or negative life events, respectively. However, the results of the current study do not support this expectation. Specifically, directional steps toward the right or left spatial targets did not show significant differences after the processing of positive (vs. negative) events. On the contrary, the results suggest that processing the affective events lead, in general, to higher activation of the sagittal space in line with approach-avoidance behaviors.

It is plausible that personal life events, such as the own wedding or the birth of own children, could have been perceived as very vivid or intense (at least more vivid or intense than the commonly used emotional stimuli e.g., emotional words or pictures), thus, stimulating the distance regulation with regard to the stimuli; an effect that could not be achieved when moving to right or left spatial targets. Furthermore, as described in the previous section, the stimuli were presented on a monitor in front of the participants. Therefore, the sagittal space was probably more salient than the lateral space, independent of the influence of the affectivity of the presented life events on step action. In other words, participants could simply have been moving more naturally toward or away from the reference object. However, it is pivotal to highlight that a novelty was introduced in the current study: The experimental setting of the current study did not only consider absolute spatial targets as most space-valence research does (i.e., front, back, right, left) but also considered the combination of those targets that results in two diagonal spatial dimensions (front--right to back--left and front--left to back--right). Although no specific hypothesis was formulated regarding these diagonal spatial dimensions, the result-pattern suggests that they played an important role when participants had to decide in which direction to move after processing the stimuli. These results will be discussed in the next section.

The Affective Role of the Diagonal Spatial Dimensions {#S4.SS3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Beyond absolute spatial targets (i.e., front, back, right, and left), participants in the present study were also able to freely step toward four different diagonal spatial targets (front--right, front--left, back--right, and back--left). As described in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, the results reflect that, taking into account only such diagonal targets, positive and negative events induced more steps toward the front-right and back-left directions respectively. This finding suggests that approach-avoidance behaviors (i.e., forward and backward steps) were biased to the right or to the left depending on the emotional valence of the presented event. However, could any mechanism account for such result-pattern?

We argue that these findings are in line with what has been termed as the sword and shield hypothesis (SSH; [@B5]). This hypothesis assumes behavioral tendencies whereby it is more likely to approach positive stimuli with the dominant hand and to avoid negative stimuli with the non-dominant hand. In fact, the SSH postulates that the wide assumed motivational asymmetries in terms of associations between the brain left hemisphere and the approach system or the right hemisphere and the avoidance system, are indeed derived from studies that mostly rely on the examination of right-handed participants (e.g., [@B29]). Based on this reasoning, the SSH suggests that handedness may be an important factor associated with such motivational asymmetries (e.g., [@B13]; [@B8]). In support of this idea, recent neuroimaging findings indicate that, for right-handers, "approach" is more intensively associated with the left hemisphere and "avoidance" with the right hemisphere, reversing this pattern in left-handed participants ([@B5]; [@B6]). It is important to note that the use of the right and left hands are contralaterally associated (right hand -- left hemisphere; left hand -- right hemisphere). It is reasonable, then, to consider the SSH as an extension of the Body Specificity hypothesis wherein right-handers tend to associate the right space with a positive valence, not only because of the fluency of the right hand within the right space but also because of the tendency to approach positive stimuli with the dominant right hand. In contrast, the left space would be associated with a negative valence due to the lesser fluency of the non-dominant left hand and also the tendency to avoid stimuli with this hand. Although to the best of our knowledge, there is no specific evidence supporting these assumptions, the results of the current study could be interpreted in that direction: Positive stimuli induced more front-right steps as a result of the combination of the "positive" approach mechanism and the "positive" right space association. Conversely, negative stimuli induced more back--left steps as a result of the combination of the "negative" avoidance mechanism and the "negative" left space association.

Limitations and Future Research Directions {#S4.SS4}
------------------------------------------

We acknowledge that, as in any piece of research, the findings in the current study face some limitations:

Firstly, all participants in the current study were right-handed. This restriction does not allow to generalize our findings to the whole range of space-valence associations proposed by the Body Specificity Hypothesis ([@B7]). Concretely, we would not expect differences between left- and right-handers regarding the absolute forward or backward steps associated with approach-avoidance behavior. The same would hold for the absolute lateral spatial targets (right--left) since the sagittal spatial dimension was more salient in our study. However, it could be hypothesized that, as discussed in the section above, left-handed participants would perform more steps toward the front--left direction after processing positive events and toward the back--right direction after processing negative events. Accordingly, it would be interesting to explore whether our findings concerning the diagonal spatial dimension would be replicated for left-handed participants.

Secondly, in line with the just mentioned first limitation, the experimental setting in our study probably caused participants to perceive the monitor as a reference point. Therefore, it is to assume that the setting stimulated mechanisms of distance regulation with regard to the presented emotional life events (i.e., approaching or avoiding the stimuli presented in front of them) rather than lateral movements. Accordingly, it would be necessary to investigate whole-body movements in a setting without an explicit visual point of reference. This could be done by presenting the stimuli acoustically rather than visually. For example, headphones or an audio system with several speakers could be used so that no specific spatial dimension is perceived as more salient than the others.

Thirdly, our experimental setting did not allow for an option of no-movement, i.e., to remain in the starting position in the center of the pad after the presentation of the life-event. Therefore, although the study was framed within a free-choice paradigm, i.e., by choosing the spatial target and moving there, the lack of a no-movement option can also lead to seeing the paradigm as a force-choice task in the sense that participants were forced to move. Accordingly, it might be meaningful to examine whether, regardless of the emotion associated with the personal event, participants are willing to move at all. For example, it could be the case that, although a presented stimulus is negative, participants are not willing to avoid it. Moreover, this extension of the experimental setting, i.e., the possibility to remain in the middle of the dance pad, could be additionally combined with the presentation of neutral stimuli. For example, the study by [@B35] showed that people tend to freely assign the word "surprise," which may be seen as neutral, to central areas on a piece of paper. Therefore, it is plausible that neutral emotional events stimulate no-movement options, i.e., in our setting remaining on the center of the response pad. Accordingly, it could be expected that personal life events potentially perceived as neutral (e.g., shopping) will be more related to the no-movement option than positive and negative events.

Finally, our experimental setting only allowed to perform a single step. A possible extension of our paradigm could be to allow participants to freely walk in one of the directions. This could be done by positioning the eight spatial targets more distant from the initial neutral location and to enable to stop freely. In that way, beyond choosing a spatial target, it would be possible to track "walking distances," namely the distance that participants cover regarding the presented stimuli. That would also enable the calculation of distances, for example by counting the performed steps for each event or using motion tracking devices. Besides tracking steps or movement trajectories, it could also be of interest to track other behavioral parameters such as the time associated with gait initiation, i.e., time needed to start the movement after the presentation of the life-event, as some studies investigating movement patterns associated with approach-avoidance behaviors do (e.g., [@B41]). Moreover, this aspect could serve to potentially provide further insights within that research area as these studies do not typically account for several spatial directions simultaneously. For example, it could be hypothesized that participants would initiate movements faster on the more salient sagittal spatial dimension than on the other less salient spatial dimensions. Accordingly, it could also be examined if the diagonal spatial dimension is more salient as a result of connecting the sagittal with the lateral spatial dimension.

Implications for Clinical Research {#S4.SS5}
----------------------------------

The present study did not directly address clinical applications. However, we believe that our experimental paradigm and related findings could serve to establish synergies between experimental and clinical research. In the [Supplementary Appendix](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (see [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we will enumerate potential connections with some applied domains. We will discuss (a) how the type of paradigm used in our study could be beneficially included in intervention methods as the sensorimotor psychotherapy, (b) how bodily movements and particularly arm-movements, framed within approach-avoidance tasks, have been successfully used in programs aimed to modify psychological processes involved in addiction to unhealthy substances (alcohol or tobacco abuse), phobias (spider and social phobia) and autism, and (c) how to extend these approach-avoidance tasks so that the setting could involve not just arm movements but also the whole body. We will also discuss, first, why using a whole-body-movement paradigm could be a smother start in therapy, being potentially motivating for a broader type of patients and thus, leading to lesser therapy drop-outs and, second, how personalizing stimuli might contribute to enhancing the effectivity of approach-avoidance training (see [Supplementary Appendix 1](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

A novel free-choice directional step paradigm is introduced in this study to explore whether an how the processing of affective concepts related to personal life events might resonate with whole-body actions in line with associations between emotional valence and lateral space (for right-handers: right-positive and left-negative) and approach-avoidance behaviors (forward-positive and backwards-negative). Since such associations are typically investigated independently one of each other and mostly relying on manual responses, here, right-handed participants were to freely step toward eight different directions (front, back, right, left, front--right, front--left, back--right, and back--left). Our findings indicate that approach-avoidance behaviors and space-valence associations across laterality are highly interwoven so that front--right and back--left are diagonal spatial dimensions strongly associated with the processing of positive and negative personal information, respectively. We argue that this type of experimental paradigm might serve to further connect experimental research within embodiment fields and clinical research addressing bodily experiences as a pivotal therapeutic component. Clinical implications are considered in more detail in the [Supplementary Materials](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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GEE account for correlated structures characteristic of repeated measurements such as the within-subjects factor valence category in the current study. Additionally, each participant responded to 12 personal events, hence, the trials were also nested within each participant. Moreover, in the regression model the estimates of seven spatial targets are compared against another spatial target used as reference. Here, front--right and back--left are used as reference categories with regard to positive and negative events, respectively.
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